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Strategic Solutions Group
Network Intelligence and Automation company Kenmei Technologies announced today that they have partnered with Vodafone Group on its ...
Kenmei Technologies partners with Vodafone Group for its strategic Digital Network Program
TRxADE Group, Inc. , a health services IT company focused on digitalizing the retail pharmacy experience by optimizing drug procurement, the prescription journey and patient engagement in the U.S., ...
TRxADE Group Announces Strategic Telehealth Partnership with Brookshire Grocery Company
The Knowledge Group, the leading producer of regulatory focused webcasts, has announced today that Doug Austin, Founder and CEO at Strategic Source will speak at its webcast entitled, “Reducing Costs ...
Doug Austin, Founder and CEO at Strategic Source to Speak at Reducing Costs of Services & Supplies to Drive New Profits
Internationally recognized advisors highlight company’s commitment to transforming industries through deployment of next-generation power management solutions Epirus, Inc., a Silicon Valley-backed, ...
Epirus, Inc. Announces Formation of Strategic Advisory Board as Company Continues Impressive Growth
TALLAHASSEE, Fla., May 03, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Capital City Bank Group, Inc. (NASDAQ: CCBG) today announced the closing of its acquisition, on April 30, 2021, of substantially all of the assets ...
Capital City Bank Group, Inc. Acquires Strategic Wealth Group, LLC
A provider of integrated marketing solutions in Greater China, Activation Group Holdings Limited ("Activation" or the "Company", collectively, the "Group", HKEX: 9919.HK) today announced a strategic ...
Activation Group Forms Strategic Alliance with Fosun Fashion Group
Triangle Insights Group, a premier life sciences consulting firm, announced today the launch of its Strategic Arcs, dedicated to helping pharma and biotech ...
Triangle Insights Group Launches Strategic Arcs to Enhance Leadership Position
As investment interest in cryptocurrency continues to grow globally, South Korean blockchain company Streami Inc. ("Streami") today announced that Digital Currency Group ("DCG") has made a strategic ...
Digital Currency Group Makes Strategic Investment in Streami, the Leading South Korean Cryptocurrency Exchange Operator
BEIJING, CHINA / ACCESSWIRE / April 26, 2021 / On April 26, Terminus Group, a world-leading smart service provider of AIoT (AI+IoT) solutions and Injazat, the UAE's leader in digital transformation, ...
Terminus Group and Injazat Announce a Strategic Partnership on Digital Transformation
PARTTEAM OEMKIOSKS created the Civiq Dream concept for Smart Cities to enable citizens to have access to the best digital solutions for their daily needs while reducing the city s operational costs ...
Civiq Dream: The city as you have never seen it with the digital solutions of PARTTEAM & OEMKIOSKS
Fosun Fashion Group is a global luxury platform owning Lanvin, Wolford, St John and Caruso; Baozun is China’s leading brand e-commerce service partner and Activation Group is Ch ...
Fosun Fashion Group Forms Strategic Alliance with Baozun, Activation and Other Industry Partners to Capture Untapped Potential in Luxury Sector
Global Retail Solutions Market 2021 by major players, regions, type and application, forecast to 2028. This market report includes a forecast for 2021 and ending in 2028 with a collection of crucial ...
Retail Solutions Market Outlook 2021, Witness Highest Growth in near future by 2028 | Rsi, Zebra, Oracle, UL, VMware, Scentre Group
Cannon Quality Group (CQG), a leading provider of compliant Quality Management solutions to the medical device, Medtech, life sciences, biotech, and IVD industries, has announced that its CEO and ...
Cannon Quality Group CEO and Founder, Nicolle Cannon, to Continue Role as Strategic Adviser to UCSF Rosenman Institute for Medtech Startups
Stay up-to-date with Field Marketing Market research offered by HTF MI. Check how key trends and emerging drivers are shaping this industry growth.
Field Marketing Market Exhibits a Stunning Growth : Big Picture, FMS Group, Contact Field Marketing Solutions
Former Regional Director to champion technology-driven strategic direction across the organization – TORONTO, May 06, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Global design and technology firm, IBI Group, is pleased ...
IBI Group Appoints Kevin Bebenek to Global Director, Intelligence
Baozun Inc. (NASDAQ: BZUN and HKEX: 9991) (“Baozun” or the “Company”), the leading brand e-commerce service partner that helps brands execute their e-commerce strategies in China, announced today a ...
Baozun Announces Strategic Alliance with Fosun Fashion Group to Capture Potential of Luxury Sector
Kipuwex Ltd a Finnish technology company and IDE Group an Australian consultancy and venture builder delivering medtech innovations are pleased to announce that they have formed a strategic ...
Kipuwex and IDE Group Collaborate to Develop Next Generation Telehealth Solutions for Enhancing Remote Patient Care
Western Dental & Orthodontics, one of the nation’s leaders in accessible, affordable oral health care and the leading orthodontics provider in the country, is partnering with the Straumann Group to ...
Western Dental Announces Strategic Initiative with the Straumann Group to Expand Access to Dental Implants
Bath-based financial services company Fidelius Group has confirmed the completion of a strategic partnership with the UK arm of multinational firm deVere Group. The deal will see an enhanced business ...
Bath-based financial services company Fidelius Group forms strategic partnership with deVere UK
NEW YORK, May 3, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Dyal Capital Partners today announced that the investors in the funds it manages provided the required consents to permit the closing of its pending strategic ...
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